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Abstract. Based on some of our previous works, we show in this paper
the possibility of accelerating complex analyses (such as shape analyses,
dependence analyses...) thanks to a complete def-use chain analysis. In
particular, we put our efforts in accelerating the shape analysis tech-
nique developed in our research group. Using the gathered Def-Use(DU)
information, we have implemented a code slicing pass that computes the
relevant statements required by a client analysis. This work is part of a
heap-directed pointer analysis framework, where our final goal is the au-
tomatic parallelization of codes based on heap-stored dynamic/recursive
data structures.

1 Introduction

Fig. 1 shows the general framework where our heap-directed pointer analysis
makes contribution. Our final goal is the automatic parallelization of sequential
programs. For that purpose, we need to know if the program exhibits depen-
dences or not. When dealing with codes based on dynamic data structures, some
pointer analysis techniques fail to find hidden parallelism. An efficient data de-
pendence test is a required step in the detection of parallelism. With these kind
of codes, the data dependence test needs information about the properties of
the data structures traversed in the loops or in function bodies. This leads us
to shape analysis techniques which are able to capture, at compile time, the
shape of dynamically allocated data structures, i.e., those allocated at runtime
and accessed through heap-directed pointers. By definition, a shape analysis is
a static technique that achieves abstraction of dynamic memory, so it can help
to disambiguate, quite accurately, memory references in programs that create
and traverse recursive data structures. Our current dependence test is based in
the Shape Analysis Tool [1] that executes symbolically all code statements. The
shape analysis it performs is very costly, so a preprocessing pass was designed
to improve this situation. A slicing pass was added, based on the information
provided by an Interprocedural DefUse(DU) chain analysis. The aim of the sli-
cing is to reduce the number of statements to analyze, taking only the ones that
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Fig. 1. General heap-directed pointer analysis framework

define the shape of the data structure. Thus, the shape analysis only executes
symbolically those statements, and not all statements of the program. As a re-
sult, the analysis time for the shape analysis is significantly reduced. We present
in this paper our slicing algorithm and show experimental evidence on how it
can accelerate a client shape analysis. This shape analysis is crucial for our data
dependence detection test as we have mentioned before.

Part of the DU Interprocedural analysis is based in the technique of Hwang
[2], which specializes in the identification of interprocedural DU chains of dy-
namic recursive data structures. It is an iterative data flow analysis that first
gathers local DU and alias information inside each procedure, then propagates
this local information through a special interprocedural graph, and finally com-
putes the DU chains in the program with an extra intraprocedural step over
each procedure. Thanks to this technique, not only intraprocedural DU chains
are detected, but interprocedural ones as well. The rest of DU chains due to
pointers (not accessing recursive fields) is computed through so-called Interpro-
cedural Static Single Assignment, ISSA. We put all this information to work in
a slicing pass. First, an initial group of seed statements (relevant to the shape
analysis criteria) are selected. These statements mark points of interest in the
code for the technique. The slicing pass is operated by a worklist algorithm that
ends when there are no more statements to analyze. The result of this slicing
pass is a subset of the statements in the program involved in the data structure
creation. Basically, we filter out other statements related to the structure traver-
sal which in fact do not contribute to the shape of the structure. Our goal is
to produce, with just the relevant creation statements, the same shape analysis
result which is obtained with the original code. As a consequence, we obtain a
good acceleration of the shape analysis (see the experimental results section),
taking less time to find the same result.

All our algorithms have been implemented in Java and integrated into the
Cetus compiler infrastructure [3], adding several new extra passes to this tool.
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We use Cetus parsing abilities to obtain an intermediate representation of the
code to analyze, where we can perform our passes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we describe details of the basic
DU chain analysis in Section 2, and the slicing pass in Section 3. Experimental
results are introduced in Section 4. In Section 5 some related works can be found,
and finally we talk about conclusions and future work in Section 6.

2 DU Chain Analysis

DU information can be used to identify statements directly involved in the cre-
ation of recursive data structures that are referenced in the segment of code
under analysis. A DU chain establishes a relationship between the definition
statement where a link is created and each statement where it is used. With
that information we can automatically detect which statements actually define
the shape of dynamic memory and discard all other statements in a program.
For this purpose, we have implemented two algorithms: a interprocedural link DU
technique, based on Hwang’s work, and a interprocedural pointer DU technique,
based on ISSA representation. The interprocedural link DU technique, described
in Fig. 2, can be divided in four stages (four boxes in the figure). There is an
initial intraprocedural analysis on each local procedure of the program, where
DU tuples are created for each pointer accessing a recursive field, such as p->f.
Once the fixed point is reached, all local information of pointer accessing fields
is recorded, as a tuple, in a special graph called Interprocedural Flow Graph
(IFG), made of nodes and links. At the same time, information about how for-
mal and actual parameters are transformed inside each procedure is collected,
and used to build the corresponding IFG edges. The complete IFG of the pro-
gram is built in the stage two. There are four types of nodes (ENTRY, EXIT,
CALL and RETURN) and three different types of edges (Reaching, Binding and
Interreaching).

Fig. 2. Steps in the interprocedural link algorithm

In the following step, stage three of Fig. 2, tuples are propagated and trans-
formed along the whole IFG. This propagation step simulates the possible flow
of information that may occur between different procedures due to function call
sites. Contexts in function calls are preserved, so only realizable paths are tra-
versed. For this reason, propagation is split in two phases: in the first phase of
propagation, information goes from the caller procedures to callee procedures
(from an outer level to an inner one); in a second phase information goes in the
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int main (void){

node *a, *b, *c;

a=malloc();

b=malloc();

c=f(a,b);

g(a,b);

}

node f (node *x,node *y){

x->nxt=y;

x=y;

return x;

}

void g (node *s,node *t){

node *v;

v=f(s,t);

}

int main (void){

S1: a_0_1=malloc();

S2: b_0_1=malloc();

S3: c_0_1=f(a_0_1, b_0_1);

S4: c_0_1=x_1_0;

S5: a_1_1=x_1_0;

S6: b_1_1=y_0_0;

S7: g(a_1_1,b_1_1);

S8: a_2_1=s_1_2;

S9: b_2_1=t_1_2;

}

node f (node *x, node *y){

S10: x_0_0=Iphi(a_0_1, s_0_2);

S11: y_0_0=Iphi(b_0_1, t_0_2);

S12: x_0_0->nxt=y_0_0;

S13: x_1_0=y_0_0;

S14: return x_1_0;

}

void g (node *s, node *t){

S15: s_0_2=Iphi(a_1_1);

S16: t_0_2=Iphi(b_1_1);

S17: v_0_1=f(s_0_2, t_0_2);

S18: v_0_1=x_1_0;

S19: s_1_2=x_1_0;

S20: t_1_2=y_0_0;
(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Code of a simple program;(b) ISSA-form of the code

other way, from callee procedures to caller procedures (from an inner level to
the outer one). When the fixed point is reached, DU information is passed from
the IFG to local Flow Graphs of procedures. Finally, a last intraprocedural pass
is done for the detection of interprocedural DU chains.

This is the general idea of how this technique works, however there are some
initial conditions to take into account for the correct execution of this analysis.

– a Flow Graph of the program is needed, so we have chosen the Control Flow
Graph (CFG) of the program provided by Cetus and we have extended it
with some useful properties, such as the depth level of each block in the
CFG.

– each variable of the code must have a unique and global identity in the
whole program. We have implemented the Interprocedural Static Single As-
signment(ISSA) form (Fig. 3) of the program. With these representation we
can guarantee that each variable has a unique and non-repeated identifier in
the whole program. We will explain more details about how it works later.

We have adapted both our platform of work, Cetus, and our codes to match
these pre-requisites. The accommodation of Cetus is possible because it is an
extensible infrastructure, in that way we have added several new passes to it.
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The ISSA pass can be considered as an extension of the original SSA form. The
original SSA form ensures that each variable has a unique identity inside each
procedure, not in the whole program, so there can be two variables with the same
name in different procedures. The SSA pass was already added to Cetus in one
of our previous works. We found out some ideas about how to extend traditional
SSA form to fulfill the requirements of the interprocedural technique [4]. Based
in these ideas, we added new special statements into some points of the program:
a)after each function call and b)at the beginning of each procedure body that
is called. The purpose of the first kind of statements is the matching between
actual and formal parameters when returning from the procedure. Within the
formal parameters, we need the last identifier used for them. The second kind
of statements have an inverse functionality, they summarize in one sentence all
actual parameters (one for each call to the procedure from different call-sites
in the program) connected with the same formal parameter. Thus, they look
like phi-statements in SSA form, so we called them Interprocedural phi, Iphi,
statements. In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), we have a simple code written in C and
its ISSA-form. Sentences S4, S5, S6, S8, S9, S18, S19 and S20 are of type a).
Sentences S10, S11, S15 and S16 are of the second type, Iphi statements. Thanks
to the ISSA form, we developed other algorithm to capture DU chains not taken
into account by the interprocedural link DU technique described before.

void f(node *x, node *y){

node *z, *t;

z=(node*)malloc();

x->nxt=z;

t=y->nxt;

}

void main(){

node *p, *r, *q;

p=(node*)malloc();

q=(node*)malloc();

p->nxt=q;

r=p->nxt;

f(r,q);

}

Detected by Interp. Link Algorithm:

p->nxt=q; <-> r=p->nxt;

x->nxt=z; <-> t=y->nxt;

Detected by ISSA form:

q=(node*)malloc()); <-> p->nxt=q;

z=(node*)malloc()); <-> x->nxt=z;

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Code of a simple program;(b) Different DU chains detected

As an output of the complete DU chain analysis, we have two lists: the DU
chains detected by the interprocedural link DU technique, and the DU chains
detected by the ISSA form. In Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), we show a simple code
written in C, and some DU chains that would be detected by both processes.
There is an intraprocedural DU chain detected in main by the interprocedural
link technique, and another DU chain in procedure f that is detected thanks to
the ISSA technique.
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3 Slicing Process

Slicing is a technique that extracts statements, relevant to a particular criteria,
from a program. It has been applied to many fields, such as debugging, testing,
program comprehension, restructuring, downsizing and parallelization [5]. There
are also experiments about the good performance of program slicing in recursive
programs with dynamic pointer information [6].

void main(){

root=TreeAlloc(level);

TreeAdd(root);

return(0);

}

tree *TreeAlloc(int level){

if (level==0){

new=NULL;

}else{

new_level=level-1;

new=(struct tree *)malloc();

new->val=1;

left=TreeAlloc(new_level);

new->left=left;

left=NULL;

right=TreeAlloc(new_level);

new->right=right;

right=NULL;

}

return new;

}

int TreeAdd(tree *t){

if (t==NULL){

total_val=0;

}else{

tleft=t->left;

leftval=TreeAdd(tleft);

tleft=NULL;

tright=t->right;

rightval=TreeAdd(tright);

tright=NULL;

value=t->val;

total_val=value+leftval

+rightval;

t->val=total_val;

}

return total_val;

}

Fig. 5. Code from Treeadd program

We use, as Seed statements for this slicing process, the heap traversing state-
ments of the structure. They allow us to isolate the statements related to the
creation and connection of heap elements. For instance, in Fig. 5 we show the
TreeAdd code from the olden suite [7]. Since we are interested in the paralleliza-
tion of the TreeAdd procedure body, particularly our dependence test would
check if the two TreeAdd calls inside TreeAdd procedure are independent. In
this example, seed statements would be tleft=t->left and tright=t->right.
First, this group of selected statements is introduced in a worklist. During the
execution of the slicing algorithm, more statements can be added to the worklist.
While there are statements to analyze in the worklist, the process continues. Be-
ginning with the uses in the statement, the algorithm finds definitions for those
uses. Once definitions are reached and there are no more statements to analyze,
the algorithm finishes. Finally, we have an output list with all statements of in-
terest that contain information about where data structures are created. Fig. 6
shows the Treeadd program from Fig. 5 after applying the slicing algorithm.
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void main(){

;

return(0);

}

tree *TreeAlloc(int level){

if (level==0){

;

}else{

new=(struct tree *)malloc();

;

left=TreeAlloc(new_level);

new->left=left;

;

right=TreeAlloc(new_level);

new->right=right;

;

}

return new;

}

int TreeAdd(tree *t){

if (t==NULL){

;

}else{

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

}

return total_val;

}

Fig. 6. Sliced code from treeadd program. This code will be passed to the shape
analyzer

With the programs we have checked, this slicing pass has been the key to
reduce the analysis times of the shape analysis. We believe this slicing process
can be of great value to enable our shape analysis technique to analyze more
realistic benchmarks. The reason for this result is because the slicing process
only gets statements that modify the shape of data structures, and do not get
the ones traversing the structure. Usually, the number of statements modifying
the shape of data structures is small.

4 Experimental Results

For these tests we have considered some programs that are representative of
typical recursive data structures. Two codes have been taken from the olden suite
[7] and we also have two programs that make operations with sparse matrixes
(one computing the product of a sparse matrix by a sparse vector, and the other
the product of both sparse matrixes). Execution time has been measured in an
Intel(R) CoreTM 2 CPU1.86 GHz with 2 GB RAM.

Fig. 7 displays some metrics for the complete DU-chain analysis performed.
The purpose of this graphic is to help us detect the most expensive parts in
the analysis, in order to try to optimize them. Below, next to the names of
the codes, we can see the total times measured for the whole analysis. We have
divided the analysis times in five parts. Four of them (intra, ifg, propag, inter
which corresponds to the ones shown in Fig. 2) belong to the interprocedural
link algorithm, and a last part with the computation of ISSA DU chains and
the slicing pass (lastF ). The graphic shows the percentage of the total time
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Fig. 7. Measures for different stages in the DU chain analysis

Table 1. Analysis time measured for the shape analysis tool

Program Original
#stmts

Filtered
#stmts

Original
Time

Filt. Time %time
reduction

Mat-Vec 155 57 2.947s 0.531s 81.98%

Mat-Mat 200 80 27.1s 1.3s 95.20%

TreeAdd 42 17 5.518s 0.591s 89.28%

Power 272 60 4.919s 1.839s 62.61%

taken for every separate part of the analysis. The intraprocedural analysis part
collects all information required by the following stages, and turns out to be the
most expensive. Watching the graphic, we see that the computation of ISSA DU
chains and the slicing part are less than 20% of the total time in most cases. In
codes TreeAdd and power, stages ifg and propa are a negligible percentage of
the total time of the analysis.

Then in Table 1, we present some experimental evidence regarding the gath-
ered acceleration obtained by the shape analyzer, when comparing the analysis
times before and after the code slicing. First column shows the original size of
the program in number of statements. The following column shows the size af-
ter the slicing pass. The third column contains the execution times in seconds
of the shape analysis over the original program. The fourth column shows the
times in seconds for the same shape analysis but over the pruned program. In
all cases, sliced programs produce the same output graphs than their original
counterparts, capturing memory configuration without any loss in precision. In
addition, a time reduction of more than 60% is achieved, up to a 95,2% reduction
in the best case for the multiplication of matrixes program. These results prove
the effectiveness of our approach.
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5 Related Work

There are some initial works by Wolfe et al. that used SSA in parallelism [8] but
they do not deal with pointers. Then, Hendren et al. [9] proposed an interesting
SSA application for pointers. However, their extended SSA numbering has no
phi-nodes, so it cannot be used to get DU chains.

Harrold and Soffa’s work on interprocedural DU chains [10] inspired the algo-
rithm developed by Hwang and Saltz [4]. Part of the work presented in this paper
is based in this last approach. They also proposed a shape analysis application
for the interprocedural algorithm, quite similar to Ghiya and Hendren’s one [11].
Our shape analysis works in a different way, inspired by Sagiv et al.[12]. It gives
a representative graph with all collected information about heap locations in the
program.

Regarding other interprocedural approaches, Assman and Weinhard [13] pro-
posed a worklist algorithm using summary nodes and so-called storage shape
graphs with skeleton trees of definitions and uses of nodes. They used proce-
dure cloning which is quite expensive in large programs or with a high level of
recursion. Another interprocedural work, by Guyer and Lin [14], uses a work-
list algorithm based in the computation of DU chains. Their technique ac-
knowledges some performance reduction with programs based in recursive data
structures.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown one of the possible applications for the complete DU
chain analysis implemented. We demonstrated how a shape analysis technique
can be accelerated thanks to a code slicing pass based on the precise informa-
tion applied by the DU chain technique. The DU analysis can be extended with
the automatic detection in the code of so-called induction pointers. They are
used in loops to traverse recursive structures, establishing the traversal pattern.
That pattern, along with the shape of the data structure, allows to detect de-
pendencies between accesses. Of course, induction pointers already introduce an
inherent dependence between different iterations of a loop, something known as
the pointer-chasing problem. However, there are techniques to overcome it, pro-
vided that no other dependencies exist [15]. Being able to automatically detect
induction pointers is the next pass for our compiler analysis framework, because
they are needed to identify loops that traverse recursive data structures. These
loops are candidate for parallelization in our approach. It is also important for
the dependence analysis to detect access paths in the program, so we also plan
to extend the current analysis for their automatic detection.

Besides, we are currently working in the implementation of a new dependence
test analysis based in the work presented in this paper. Some preliminary experi-
mental results show that a significant time reduction can be achieved comparing
executions between our current dependence analysis [16] and the new proposed
one. However all this recent work will be included in a future paper.
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